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Main objectives of the project are:

To prevent dendrite growth in high

energy density Lithium Metal Batteries 

with the help of three compatible 

self-healing methods: thermotropic ionic

liquid crystals, piezoelectric separator

and protecting additives.

To demonstrate extended lifetime of

the battery with the help of on-demand

repeatable self-healing functionalities,

which are controlled by the battery

management system and supported by

analysis and modelling tools.

To create an industrial process for the

suggested self-healing batteries

both at cell and module level through

a chemistry neutral approach.



T H E  H I D D E N  S O L U T I O N

Our goal is to develop and implement a thermotropic ionic liquid crystal (TILC) electrolyte

based self-healing concept, develop emerging academically tested methods, like the

piezoelectric separator and protecting additives, further, and demonstrate all of these

methods in industrial battery processes. The image above explains the basic principles of

the selected self-healing methods (not in scale), i.e.: (a) utilization of TILCs to break the

formed dendrites mechanically during phase transitions and upon heating above their

clearing point and (b) utilization of a polarized piezoelectric PVDF-based separator,

creating an electric field when bended, which will diminish dendrite formation.



P R O J E C T  C O O R D I N A T O R

electronics (solar cells, batteries, transistors, sensors etc.) - both in laboratory and pilot

scale. Dr. Vilkman has been steering several international R&D projects related e.g. to

scale-up of printing/patterning processes used in electronics and energy industry.

Currently, in addition to HIDDEN, she is coordinating also a H2020 FoF project

OLEDSOLAR, which focuses on developing innovative manufacturing processes for solar

cells and OLEDs. Dr. Vilkman is a certified project manager (IPMA C level) and holds a

title of Docent at Aalto University School of Chemical Technology. She also acts as an

expert in the Batteries Europe WG1, New and Emerging Battery Technologies.

The project brings together a strong interdisciplinary consortium of seven partners,

industry and research balanced, with state-of-the-art background in battery chemistry

and physics, materials modelling and analysis, upscaling of novel technologies by

printing and coating, as well as in industrial assembling of battery cells.

For more information about the partners visit: The HIDDEN Consortium - The Hidden

Project (hidden-project.eu)

D R .  M A R J A  V I L K M A N

Dr. Marja Vilkman is a senior scientist and project manager

at VTT, developing processing and materials for flexible

electronics. She has been working at VTT since 2001 when

she started there as a research trainee. During years 2003

to 2008, she worked in parallel also at Helsinki University of

Technology as a research scientist. Her research has focused

on functional materials and processing methods for flexible 

M E E T  T H E  T E A M

https://www.hidden-project.eu/the-hidden-consortium/


S H O R T  I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  T H E  P R O J E C T

C O O R D I N A T O R

What are the major challenges in the field of battery technologies? 

What is the value proposition of HIDDEN project in order to overcome
those challenges?

The requirements for batteries vary, depending on the

application area. The HIDDEN project has selected to focus

on electric vehicles, which need batteries that have high

energy density and lifetime. Lithium metal batteries, which

utilize a metallic anode instead of the commonly used

porous graphitic anode, have high energy density.

However, their main problem so far has been the tendency

to form metallic strands from anode to cathode, so called

dendrites, during cycling. These dendrites shorten the

lifetime of batteries, and cause safety concerns. Our   

Batteries are a key to enable climate neutral energy

production and development of novel electronic devices

to improve the well-being of people. The most urgent

need arises from car industry where batteries are

needed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions of

transportation. Another major application area is

stationary energy storage to enable efficient use of

renewable energy, like solar and wind. In addition, novel   

sensing and medical applications require powering, to be used e.g. in wearable

electronics or IoT applications. The challenge is that we need an exponentially

increasing amount of batteries in future and it is essential to ramp up the battery

production quickly. However, with the current battery technologies, we will soon face

challenges with material sufficiency. In addition, the safety and performance should be

improved in order to take batteries into wider use. At the same time, the cost of

batteries should remain relatively low.

project will develop novel self-healing methods to break these dendrites, which will

increase the lifetime of Li metal batteries into a level that is suitable for electric

vehicles. Reaching these goals would already be a major breakthrough. Which makes

me even happier, is the chemistry neutral approach of the HIDDEN project. This means

that the self-healing methods are suitable also for any kind of battery that uses a

metallic anode, which opens up major opportunities also beyond Li metal batteries.



The ambition of the Battery 2030+ is to make Europe a

world-leader in the development and production of the

batteries of the future. These batteries need to store more

energy, have a longer life, and be safer and more

environmentally friendly than today’s batteries in order to

facilitate the transition to a more climate-neutral society.

The project is led from Uppsala University, started on 1st of

September 2020 and consists of seven projects with a total

budget of EUR 40.5 million from the EU’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme. 

to invent ultra-high-performance batteries that are safe, affordable, and sustainable

with a long lifetime.

to provide new tools and breakthrough technologies to the European battery industry

throughout the value chain.

to enable long-term European leadership in both existing markets (i.e., road transport,

and stationary storage) and future emerging applications (e.i., robotics, aerospace,

medical devices, and Internet of things).

BATTERY 2030+ is a large research environment, with Sweden and Uppsala University

coordinating the overall activities. The goal is to create more environmentally friendly and

safer batteries with better performance, greater storage options and longer life.

The BATTERY 2030+ aims are:

Six research projects constitute the BATTERY 2030+ initiative: BIG-MAP, INSTABAT,

SENSIBAT, SPARTACUS, BAT4EVER and HIDDEN. Below is a short introduction to the BIG-

MAP project.

For more information visit: https://battery2030.eu

BIG-MAP is the largest among the Battery 2030+

projects and it aims to reinvent the way we invent

batteries and to develop core modules and key

demonstrators of a Materials Acceleration Platform

specifically designed for the accelerated discovery

of battery materials and interfaces. BIG-MAP relies

on the development of a unique R&D infrastructure

and accelerated methodology that unites and

integrates insights from leading experts, 

competences and data throughout the battery

(discovery) value chain with Artificial Intelligence

(AI), high-performance computing (HPC), and

autonomous synthesis robotics.

The BIG-MAP project is coordinated by Tejs Vegge,

DTU, Denmark.

For more information visit: www.big-map.eu
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